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Howard White,
Keeper of B.C.’s
Heritage
Howard White has
made his career as a book
publisher out of telling
the tales of our region’s
past, its people and
its places
ELLING STORIES. LOCAL
stories about obscure but extraordinary people. That’s what
has energized Howard White every day
for the last 40-plus years. And his publishing company, Harbour Publishing,
is proof. Since 1972, when
he burst on the literary
scene with the first (magazine) volume of Raincoast Chronicles, Harbour
has published more than
a thousand titles (about
500 in print). “I’ve lost
count of the exact number,” Howard said. “Of the
total, about 25 percent of
content is directly related
to B.C. waterways, about
60 percent is about lives
lived on the coast.”

T

Early Years Howard’s
early years wouldn’t
have predicted his
dedication to the printed word nor his personal deftness with the
pen. Although born in
Abbotsford in 1945, he
spent his first decade
in his parents’ logging camps—the last
five years on Nelson
Island in an isolated
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Howard White was
always captivated by
the tales told by B.C.’s
weathered, harddrinking loggers and
fishermen.

bay next to a roaring waterfall.
He didn’t take to his correspondence courses, but running wild
with his siblings and operating
donkey engines offered a fine
education. It was too early for television, radio signals didn’t penetrate and the camp only had one
book (the unreadable Great Controversy between Christ and Satan,
bequeathed by his oh-so-religious
grandma), so he was captured
by the tall tales told by weathered, battered, hard-drinking
loggers and fishermen who
worked or stopped at the camp.
Their voices still reverberate
in his head and he took their
frequently offered advice, “git
y’rself an ed’cation, boy.”
“From the ’30s to the ’50s, the
coast was swarming with little
logging companies,” Howard
explained. “My dad logged
from the mid-’40s to mid-’50s.
That’s before the government
sold tree farm licences to McMillan Bloedel and the like.” In his
autobiographical Writing in the Rain—the 1991 winner of the Stephen Leacock Award for Humour—he called his childhood a

“bunkhouse and bulldozer universe.”
“I didn’t know at the time that it was a
special upbringing,” he said. “I loved it. I
was branded by the experience.”

Preserving B.C.’s Stories Clear-eyed,
trim, with steel-rimmed glasses and the
bushy beard of yesteryear pared down
to a shipshape white Vandyke, Howard
spoke softly when he sat across from
me in a Sidney coffee shop, but there’s
no doubt about his continued passion
for preserving the heritage of B.C.’s
pioneers, fishermen, pilots, loggers,
lighthouse keepers, eccentrics—and
the technologies of the day—everything that makes up the culture of our
vast province. He has promoted and
preserved more of British Columbia’s
history and lore than any publisher. Fortunately, his work has been recognized.
As he leaned forward I noted the white
flower of the Order of Canada blossoming on his grey jacket’s lapel.
After the Logging Camp For more than
40 years, Howard has lived in Pender
Harbour—the place the family landed
when his dad, Frank White, gave up logging. Howard was 10 and found himself an outsider. His schoolmates were
the offspring of fishermen, but Howard
could tell them the different species
of trees. He could walk a slick rolling boomstick without falling off. And
he liked books. After his mother subscribed to the Book-of-the-Month Club,
he devoured enough tomes that his
classmates called him “the professor.”
Asked if all that literary absorption
inspired him, he revealed that it was
Abraham Lincoln that stirred him more
than any other writer. “In my youth,
I was a fanatical devotee of his,” said
Howard. “I read all his words, his letters,
speeches and Carl Sandberg’s biography. Lincoln’s example convinced me
I wanted to be lawyer, a politician. I’ve
always believed public service can be an
honourable thing.”
It didn’t work out that way. Howard spent five years at UBC studying
English but left without earning a
degree—a fact that might have disappointed his parents. During his
speech accepting an honourary doctorate of laws from UVic (2003) he said,
“I was too eager to drop out and start
an underground newspaper, which
was the fashion of the day…Well, Dad
[who was in the audience], God only
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knows how these things happen, but I
hope you feel better today.”

he took a chance and published a hardcover book that today would be called
a graphic novel.
Launching Harbour Yet it was that
“Bus Griffiths, who was borderline
newspaper that eventually turned him literate and read comic books, came
into an almost accidental publisher. to us with a book into which he had
He wrote some of what became his poured his life knowledge of logging.
trademark stories for the Peninsula His language and drawings were so
Voice and other people began sending precise I said, ‘it’s a great something
him their own tales. In 1972, with his and I’m damn well going to publish
wife and business partner, Mary, he it.’ It was risky and expensive and the
launched a journal telling these sto- public asked, ‘what the hell is this?’
ries, called Raincoast Chronicles. It was But this idiosyncratic work of art we
the first to carry the Harbour imprint. called Now You’re Logging was a great
Number 22 has just been issued, and success. And it taught me not to go
during the past 40 years, compendi- for the easy sell. It taught me I could
ums of the Chronicles have had brisk break the rules and explore new areas
sales, been reprinted often and won of publishing.”
prestigious prizes.
It wasn’t the only big risk he took. A
In the first compendium’s introduc- 10-year project culminated in the Ention, Bob Hunter wrote Harbour’s cyclopedia of British Columbia, a tome
guiding principles of
many of us use to find inforits approach to local
mation not readily available
literature.
“Raincoast
elsewhere. Another important
Chronicles is essentialresource is Andrew Scott’s
HE CALLED HIS
ly a no-bullshit book
Encyclopedia of Raincoast Place
CHILDHOOD A
that opens up the past
Names, a volume no boater
“BUNKHOUSE
of those of us living
should be without. And then
AND BULLDOZER
along the West Coast
there are the many coastal
UNIVERSE." HE
of Canada in a way that
books like Edith Iglauer’s
no other magazine has
Fishing with John, still found
LOVED IT.
in bookstores everywhere;
Barry Gough’s Juan de Fuca’s
Strait; Donald Graham’s Keepers of the Light; and his own
two books about and with Jim
Spilsbury on coastal life that
became best sellers and are
still in print after two decades.

ever succeeded. No glossy tourist nonsense. No political monkeying with the
facts of life. Sweat and grease and silver and salmon….”
Howard further emphasized this vision in Writing in the Rain, where he
wrote that from boyhood on he was
“captivated by the power of common
speech. . . . The more I explored the idea
the more convinced I became that the
speech of ordinary people concealed
a world of linguistic accomplishment
parallel to that of our written literature,
a conviction which dovetailed with my
belief that genius lurks unseen within
much ordinary life, like the fire opal
that hides inside a dull stone.”
In 1979, the business doing fairly well,
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Today’s Book Business Howard states the 1980s was the
golden age for book publishing. Harbour’s books even
sold in the East, where, he
says, “they think we barely exist and
don’t have a history or literature.
Today, with independent bookstores
closing and the e-book revolution, it’s
a tougher sell.”
Yet he remains optimistic. That’s
why he’s recently taken on a new
risk by acquiring the financially troubled Douglas & McIntyre publishing
firm—although its list and emphasis
will likely change.
“B.C. people are the greatest readers in the world,” he said. “People, even
young people, are interested in stories
of our past. And I continue to see a
forceful expression of loyalty to physical books. It’s a permanent record. I’m
happy to call that my legacy.”

